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CODEL International Ltd is a UK company based in the heart of the Peak District National Park at Bakewell,
Derbyshire. The company specialises in the design and manufacture of high-technology instrumentation for the
monitoring of combustion processes and atmospheric pollutant emissions.

The constant search for new products and existing product improvement keeps CODEL one step ahead. With a
simple strategy, to design well-engineered, rugged, reliable equipment, capable of continuous operation over
long periods with minimal maintenance, CODEL has set standards both for itself and for the rest of the industry.

All development and design work is carried out ‘in-house’ by experienced engineers using proven state-of-theart CAD and software development techniques, while stringent assembly and test procedures ensure that the
highest standards of product quality, synonymous with the CODEL name, are maintained.

High priority is placed upon customer support. CODEL’s dedicated team of field and service engineers will assist
with any application problem to ensure that the best possible use is derived from investment in CODEL quality
products.

If you require any further information about CODEL or its products, please contact us using one of the numbers
below or alternatively visit our web site.
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IMPORTANT
The warning signs (and meanings) shown below, are used throughout these instructions and are intended to
ensure your safety while carrying out installation, operation and maintenance procedures. Please read these
instructions fully before proceeding.

Caution, risk of electric shock.

Caution, risk of danger.

Caution, hot surface.

Earth (ground) terminal.

Protective conductor terminal
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1 System Description
1.1 The Tunnel Tech 500 Series Concept

Tunnel Tech 500 Series is an all-new tunnel atmosphere monitoring system designed exclusively for road
tunnel applications. It offers a family of monitors that provide all the essential measurements necessary to
monitor a tunnel atmosphere for:

-

Carbon Monoxide

-

Nitric Oxide

-

Nitrogen dioxide

This is achieved by using a modular design concept so that the users’ precise monitoring requirements can be
satisfied with a minimum number of components, minimum tunnel cabling and minimum installation costs. It
also offers a variety of data outputs to enable simple acquisition of data.
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The monitoring stations, Figure 1, provide all required measurements and outputs at each monitoring location
within the tunnel.

Figure 1: Tunnel Tech 500 Series - Monitoring Station

1.2 CO, NO, and NO2
CO, NO and NO2 are measured using electrochemical cell technology. Once the zero level of the cell is set and
recorded in the instrument memory, the cell output is linear and proportional to the ppm or ppb reading.
A serial data link via an RS485 interface allows communication directly with the TunnelTech 500 sensors.
The PSU is required to convert the mains (90-263V AC) supply to the 24V DC required to power the TunnelTech
500.
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1.3 Power Supply Unit (PSU)
The PSU is required to convert the mains (90-263V AC) supply to the 24V DC required to power the TunnelTech
500.

mains input
connections

Figure 2: Tunnel Tech 500 Series - power supply unit 24V DC
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2 Principles of Operation
2.1 Electro Chemical Cell – CO/NO/NO2
In order to measure the level of gas (CO/NO/NO2), the Tunnel Tech 500 uses an electro chemical cell to
convert the gas in to readable data. The gas diffuses in to the sensor and interacts with the electrode within
the cell. This causes a chemical reaction in which the gas is reduced or oxidised. The electrochemical reaction
results in an electric current which can then be read, with the generated voltage being linear to the gas
response, and the detector level is derived from the incoming voltage and subsequently a gas measurement.

2.1.1

E-Cell Calibration

the instruments should be calibrated when it is expected measured gases are zero, this is achieved by purging
the instrument with nitrogen. The instrument can be calibrated by selecting a calibrate mode where, the
instrument records the detector levels during zero conditions which are to be used as reference during normal
measurement.
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3 Specification
3.1 Technical data:
Optional
NO
Electrochemical Cell

CO
Measurement principle:
Measurement units:

ppm

ppm

ppb

0 to 800 ppm

0 to 160 ppm

0 to 10 ppm

1 to 300 ppm

1 to 30 ppm

1 to 5 ppm

Accuracy:

±2 ppm

±2 ppm

±100 ppb

Resolution:

0.1 ppm

0.1 ppm

1 ppb

Nominal measurement range
(typical):
Measurement range (typical):

Response time:

30 seconds

Averaging time:

30 seconds to 3 minutes (Configurable)

Path length:
Operating temperature:

N/A
+5°C to +50°C (Cell temp)

Humidity:

10-90% R.H

Storage temp:

+5°C to +25°C

Nominal power supply:

24V DC

Nominal power consumption:
Interface:

30W
16x2 Display + Keypad

Temperature sensor:
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3.2 Construction and Enclosure:

Construction:

Aluminium
Epoxy Coated Die-Cast Aluminium

Colour/Finish:

Enclosure Rating:

Black (RAL 9005 - Jet Black)
(Aluminium)
Designed to IP66 (IP69K Optional)

Designed to IP66

4.5 kg

5 kg

200 (L) x 230 (H) x 110 (D) (mm)

200 (L) x 250 (H) x 150 (D) (mm)

Weight:
Outline Dimension:

Steel 316 (optional)
Stainless Steel 316L or Stainless Steel
316Ti
Silver/Ground, Grain 240 (S/S)

3.3 Output and Interface
Communication Port:
No.:

1

Type
:

RS485 MODBUS RTU (Optional)

3.4 Compliance and Certification:
EMC:
Low Voltage:
Protection:
Tunnel Regulation Guidelines:
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3.5 Optional Items
24V DC Power Supply
Input:

110 - 240V AC @ 100W Max., 50/60 Hz

Output:
Dimension:
Colour:

24V DC @ 60W
200 (L) x 230 (H) x 110 (D) (mm)
Black (RAL9005 - Jet Black)
Die-cast Aluminium

Construction:
Enclosure Rating:

IP66 (IP69K Optional)
4.0 kg

Weight:

3.6 Output and Interface:
Analogue Outputs:
No.:

2 or 4

Type:

4-20 mA

Max. Load:
Other:

500Ω
Isolated, fully configurable for CO, NO and NO2

Contact Output:
No.:

2 or 4

Type:

SPCO

Max. Load:
Other:
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3.7 Cables
Recommended Cable Minimum
Specification
Power Supply Cable:
Shielding:

Shielded to enclosure

Cores / Wire Diameter:

2 Core / 1mm

Typically Supplied by:

Customer

RS485 ModBUS Cable:
Shielding:

Shielded away from enclosure
2 Core / 0.5mm

Cores / Wire Diameter:
Typically Supplied by:

Customer

Analogue Output Cable:
Shielding:

Shielded to enclosure

Cores / Wire Diameter:

4 Core / 1mm

Typically Supplied by:

Customer

Contact Output Cable:
Shielded to enclosure

Shielding:
Cores / Wire Diameter:

4 Core / 1mm
Customer

Typically Supplied by:
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3.8 Installation Material
Installation Bolts
Sensor Body:
No.:

4

Dimensions:

180 (L) x 180 (H) (mm)

Bolt Thread Type:
Bolt Length:

M6
60 (mm) or to suit application

24V Power Supply:
No.:

4

Dimensions:

180 (L) x 180 (H) (mm)

Bolt Thread Type:
Bolt Length:

M6
60 (mm) or to suit application

Tunnel Display Unit:
No.:

4
110 (L) x 140 (H) (mm)

Dimensions:
Bolt Thread Type:
Bolt Length:

Note:

M6
60 (mm) or to suit application

The TunnelTech 500 PCBs are equipped with built-in RS485 communications facilities for use during
commissioning. This facility may further be used after commissioning for communication to integrate
the TunnelTech 500 using MODBUS protocol – further details are contained in Appendix A.
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4 Installation
Be sure to observe all necessary safety precautions at all times during installation.
All cable gland entry holes are drilled and tapped M20 x 1.5 and are fitted with blanking plugs.
Cable glands are to be supplied by the customer according to the cables used during installation.

4.1 Mounting Details
After unpacking the equipment check, using the packing list provided, that all items are present. TunnelTech
500 is carried on a fabricated mounting bracket (if supplied)

4.1.1

TunnelTech 500

Secure the TunnelTech 500 to the tunnel wall by the mounting brackets supplied using 4 x M8 bolts (by
others).

4 x holes on latch and hinge for M8
mounting bolts

Figure 3: TunnelTech 500 – Mounting Dimensions
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Power Supply Unit (PSU)

Mount the PSU to the tunnel wall again using 4 x M6 bolts (customer supply). Mounting hole details are
shown in the illustration Error! Reference source not found.Figure 4.

Figure 4: PSU – arrangement
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4.2 Connections
Wiring should only be undertaken by a qualified technician.
The following electrical schematic illustrates the connections for the Tunnel Tech 500 Series system.

Figure 5: Electrical Schematic
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Power Connection:

Place 24V screened cable through the gland and connect to CON1 24V power input as described below.

24V

0V

Figure 6: Power Connection

4.2.2

RS485 Connection

A

B

Figure 7: RS485 Connection
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Figure 8: Wiring diagram

4.2.3

PCB Identification and connections

4.2.3.1

Enclosure Lid

Control/Display PCB

①

24VDC Power input

②

RS485 communications

❶
❶

❷
❷

Electrochemical Cell (E-Cell) PCB

4.2.3.2

Enclosure Base

mA output PCB
mA Board 1 (bottom)
mA Board 2 (top)

①

CON6 – mA outputs 1 & 2

②

CON3 – Relay outputs 1 & 2

③

CON6 – mA outputs 3 & 4

④

CON3 – Relay outputs 3 & 4

❸

❹

❶

❷

Figure 9: PCB / Connections identification
NOTE: The silkscreen for both boards reads: IOUT 1 (mA), IOUT 2, RLY 1 (relay) and RLY 2.
Issue : A
Rev. : 3
Date : 13/11/2018
Ref. : 100351
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5 Commissioning
5.1 Keypad Membrane
Throughout the commissioning process, the devices keypad is required to check and input functions and data.
using the keypad buttons user can access the menus and sub menus.

The following functions are performed by the buttons below:
Exit to main screen

Select/Apply

Scroll up/ Increment

Scroll Down/Decrement

5.2 Power Up
After checking all the cable connections against the connection schedule, switch on the mains power and wait
for power-up sequence to complete and Data validity LED (green) to come on.
When powered on, the display unit will come on displaying CODEL – FM (manufacturer’s name) and
TunnelTech 500 (instrument’s name).

The welcome screen is closely followed by the measurement initialisation screen.

After a few seconds of initialising, the main menu screen will be displayed, and the display unit will be ready to
be interacted with. The species displayed upon this screen will depend on the version of the unit provided.

NOTE: Wait 10 minutes for system to stabilise.
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NOTE: If the display unit is unable to communication with the attached peripheral the screen will display a
communications fault. This will show an “E-Cell Comm Fault” or “Vis Comm Fault” respective of where the
fault resides.

If no devices are configured or have been disabled, the screen will display a warning message to alert the user
that no devices are attached.

5.3 E-Cell commissioning
5.3.1

E-Cell module communication

To ensure that there is a working communication between the display unit and the electrochemical cell
module, follow the steps below using the display.
From the main display press the

or

keys to reach Diagnostics. Press

Use the

or

keys to reach E-Cell CH1, and press

to access.

Use the

or

keys to navigate to DCal, and press

to access.

to access Diagnostic data.

Data figures should appear on the screen as shown below. This indicates that the display module is
communicating with E-Cell module and is operating correctly.
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Detector levels

From the menu position below the detector levels can be observed. In zero conditions the E-Cell detector
levels should be:
Approx. 26215 for CO (cell 1)
Approx. 26215 for NO (cell 2)
Approx. 32767 for NO2 (cell 3)
The values that are given relate to the default starting values for the E-Cell channels.

From the main display press

or

to reach Diagnostics. Press

Use the

or

key to reach E-Cell CH1, and press

Use the

or

to reach DCal, and press

to access Diagnostic data.

to access.

to access.

Dcal Data figures should appear on the screen as shown below. This value shows the calibrated detector
values.

In order to access the detector level reading for E-Cell 2 & 3, follow the pathway above detailed in E-Cell
module comunication, E-Cell CH1 CO, but enter the relevant paths in the ‘select channel’ menu:
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5.4 mA Output Setup
The mA output menu allows the user to configure the measurand, zero and span information for the attached
mA boards. In addition, the menu allows the user to simulate a given value on any attached board to test each
individual channel.

5.4.1

Species Configuration

The first menu accessible Is the measurand selection menu, internally the system has a possible 3 set
measurands (device dependant):
•
•
•

CO
NO
NO2

By pressing the

key, the user can enter the configuration sub menu

Using the
or
keys, the menu will cycle through the available measurands. Pressing the
currently selected species.

sets the

NOTE: If the measurand is not listed in the selection list the device will display “N/A” and treat the
species with all default settings.

5.4.2

mA Zero Value

When setting the Zero value on the mA card, the menu system uses the measurand to determine how to handle
the requested information.
Example:
CO, NO, NO2 and the N/A measurands are all retrieved and set to 1 decimal place whereas VIS percent is set to
2 decimal places and VIS K to 4 decimal places.
To ensure the user is on the correct menu, the menu also displays the current measurand to be altered.
By pressing the

Issue : A
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Using the
or
keys, manipulates the onscreen value with the
location or setting the entered value if all 5 fields are complete.

5.4.3

key moving to the next available

mA Span Value

When setting the Span value on the mA board, the menu system uses the measurand to determine how to
handle the requested information.
Example:
CO, NO, NO2, and the N/A measurands are all retrieved and set to 1 decimal place whereas VIS percent is set to
2 decimal places and VIS K to 4 decimal places.
To ensure the user is on the correct menu, the menu also displays the current measurand being worked on.
By pressing the

key, the user can adjust the current value for the selected mA channel.

Using the
or
keys, manipulates the onscreen value with the
location or setting the entered value if all 5 fields are complete.

key moving to the next available

NOTE: The value displayed on the screen is taken directly fom the mA EEPROM span location, when
changing meaurands it is important to remember to change the span factor.
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5.5 Relay Output Setup
The relay output menu works in conjunction with the mA output menu, allowing the user to independently
configure the relay measurand, direction and trigger level for each individual channel.

5.5.1

Relay Trigger Measurand

The first menu accessible Is the measurand selection menu, this menu displays the measurand on which the
alarm should trigger. Each channel can independently trigger on any measurand with different trigger levels
selected. Internally the system has 6 possible set measurands:
•
•
•

CO
NO
NO2

WARNING: If the measurand is set to a measurand location that is not connect to the system, the
output will still output the last value located within it’s memory space (Usually 4mA) this is to allow
for external influences to be handled within the system.

By pressing the

key, the user can enter the configuration sub menu

Using the
or
keys, the menu cycle’s through the available measurands. Pressing the
currently selected species.

sets the

NOTE: If the measurand is not listed in the selection list the device displays “N/A” and treat the species
with all default settings.
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Relay Direction

The relay system allows the user to configure if the relay channel is set to normally open or normally closed. This
option is useful in fail-safe environments where power outages are common, forcing the connected relays to
switch in case of power failure.
Pressing

allows the user to toggle between these two states.

Using the
or
keys cycles between the “Normal” and “Reverse” options, with
output, returning the user to the previous menu tier.

5.5.3

setting the chosen

Relay Alarm Level

The Relay alarm trigger is based on the currently displayed value and will toggle the relay when the alarm value
is exceeded.
WARNING: The relay alarm level should never exceed the span level for the channel it is reading,
doing so could result in an alarm never being set.
By pressing the

key, the user can adjust the value for the selected relay channel.

Using the
or
keys, manipulates the onscreen value with the
location or setting the entered value if all fields are complete.
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5.6 Time and Date
The TunnelTech 500 contains a real-time clock and calendar. Allowing the system to keep up to date with
maintenance.
On entering the RTCC setup menu, the user is presented with the device’s current time and date
Press the

or

keys to cycle between the time and date.

When setting the time and date both fields need to be fully complete before the complete message is passed to
the RTCC.
Press the

key on either time or date state.

Pressing the
or
keys, allows the user to adjust all fields within the set date / time menu with the
key, moving to the next digit, unless on the final digit, moving to the next field to set time.

Set the correct date. And time
Upon completion of the date/time setup, the time is set, and the user is moved back to the previous menu tier,
the RTCC setup menu.
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Maintenance Due
The maintenance Due date provides the user with information on when the E-Cell board in the TunnelTech 500
will need replacing. Make note of the maintenance date of the E-Cell.
From the main display press

From this menu use the
the menu.

or

or

to reach the Setup Mode menu and press

to access the menu.

keys to reach the parameters submenu selection, press enter to access

Navigate to the Maintenance Due section of this menu using the

or

key

The maintenance due date is an alarm hardcoded into the E-Cell board.
When the date elapses the alarm LED illuminates to warn the user that the E-Cells are due to be replaced. Make
a note of this date.
Replacement of the electrochemical cell board is required every 18 months. The replacement cells will be
supplied from CODEL pre-calibrated complete with card. Failure to replace cells will invalidate the warranty
and performance of the analysers after this time cannot be guaranteed.
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6 Maintenance
The Tunnel Tech 500 Series system is designed for low maintenance. The sensors utilise the latest
microprocessor technology. The TunnelTech 500 sensor uses an infrared source that has a life expectancy of
over 3 years.

6.1.1

Mechanical Check

The mechanical check for the electrochemical cell is via cleaning the cells. Remove the cover of the base of the
E-Cell block and wipe clean with a soft dry cloth to remove any debris from the E-Cells.

6.1.2

Span Check

Every 6 months the response and calibration curve of each analyser must be checked to ensure peak response
is normalised. The following cylinders should be used:
Note: It is possible to use different gas levels as long as they are within the maximum measurement range of
the analyser.
Zero cal

-

100% N2

Span NO -

30ppm in N2

Span CO -

300ppm in N2

Span NO2 -

5000ppb in N2

To initiate span check, remove the blank plug from the E-Cell block and connect the span kit. Connect the pipe
to gas bottle. As this step is to initiate a zero cal, connect 100% N2 bottle.
Set the flow rate to 1 litre per minute and wait for around 3 minutes. The level will be displayed on screen.
6.1.2.1

Calibration

The calibration menu allows the user to perform both a zero calibration for each of the channels available to
the device.
To perform a zero calibration, firstly enter the ‘Setup Mode’ of the device menu and enter ‘zero calibration’
menu option.

Entering the “Zero Calibration” menu the user is presented with a final prompt to calibrate all devices.

Using the

Issue : A
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Once zero cal has been completed, the levels can be checked for the individual gases. Connect the gas at the
same flow rate and follow the steps below to check level readings.
Press

on the measurements menu and the following screen appears.

Press

to select E-Cell CH1. The Display returns to measurement screen displaying E-Cell CH1 reading.

Repeat these steps for the remaining gases of CO and NO2.
It is possible to use different calibration gas levels, as long as they are within the maximum measurement
range of the analyser.

6.1.3

Electrochemical Cell replacement

The maintenance due date is an alarm hardcoded into the E-Cell board in the factory.
When the date elapses the alarm LED illuminates to warn the user that the E-Cells are due to be replaced.
Every 18 months it is required to replace the electrochemical cell. The replacement cells will be supplied
from CODEL pre-calibrated complete with PCB.
To check the maintenance due date for the E-Cell, refer to section 5.3.1
Ensure the device is disconnected from the power before performing any internal maintenance
To remove the electrochemical cell, open the TT700 casing and locate the E-Cell.

Electrochemical Cell
PCB
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Figure 10: E-Cell identification
Remove the ribbon cable connecting the display/control board and the E-Cell board. There is no locking
mechanism, and the ribbon cable will uncouple from its sockets when pulled away from the board.

Figure 11: E-Cell Comms ribbon cable removal
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Remove the 6x nuts from the four corners of the E-Cell, along with the washers. Ensure that these are kept
safe.

Figure 12: E-Cell PCB Removal
Slowly remove the E-Cell from the Unit.
Insert the new E-Cell in to the unit, observing the cell orientation and replace the nuts and washers.
Re fit the ribbon cable, and re bolt the enclosure lid

NOTE: Failure to replace cells will invalidate the warranty and performance of the analysers after this
time cannot be guaranteed.
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6.2 Spare parts
6.2.1

6.2.2

Replacement E-Cell boards:

Species

Part number

CO

991.606

CO, NO

991.604

CO, NO, NO2

991.598

NO

991.608

NO, NO2

991.614

NO2

991.610

mA/Relay Card: 803.604D

Figure 13: TunnelTech 500 Spares / accessories
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7 Data Communication
7.1 Hardware Configuration
7.1.1

System

The PSU supplies power to the TunnelTech 500. The current and relay outputs of the TunnelTech 500
communicate measurement data to the tunnels' DCS system.

PC

RS485

E-Cell
#2
Slave
PSU
9-36V

Display PCB
Master

RS485

Current Outputs
and Relays

mA 1
#4

Current Outputs
and Relays

mA 2
#5

Figure 14: Tunnel Tech 500 Series - system configuration
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7.2 Address Numbers
Address numbering is delegated to 2 UARTs. (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter). The first UART is
for external comms to the display unit on a network. The 2nd UART is for internal communication to all
peripheral devices, such as the E-Cell and Vis.
the default address is 1 and should only be changed when required.

The device addressing is as follows:
1: Display
3: E-Cell
4: mA 1
5: mA 2
NOTE: when the device contains 2x mA boards, they are arranged so that the board with the lowest serial
number is set to address 4 and the PCB with the highest set to address 5.

Device addressing:
Device Address: 0x03

Device Address: 0x01
Physical device

RAM: 0x0000 – 0x01FF

Physical device

RAM: 0x0000 – 0X03FF
ROM: 0X2000 – 0X23FF

ROM: 0X2000 – 0X23FF
Display offset:

RAM: 0x0000 – 0x01FF

Display offset:

RAM: 0X0800 – 0X0BFF

0X0000

ROM: 0X2000 – 0X23FF

0X0800

ROM: 0X2800 – 0X2BFF

Device Address: 0x04

Device Address: 0x05

Physical device

Physical device

RAM: 0x0000 - 0X03FF

RAM: 0x0000 – 0X03FF
ROM: 0X2000 – 0X23FF

ROM: 0X2000 – 0X23FF
Display offset:

RAM: 0X0C00 – 0X0FFF

Display offset:

RAM: 0X1000 – 0X13FF

0X0C00

ROM: 0X2C00 – 0X2FFF

0X0400

ROM: 0X3000 – 0X33FF

Because communications between the interface and the sensor is serial digital, it is necessary for each sensor
to be allocated an address number – the default address is 1 and should only be changed when required.
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9 Appendix 1: MODBUS Communication & RS485 Connection
The MODBUS protocol output of the Tunnel Tech 500 Series AQM is taken via the 4-way plug. RS485
connection is also available and the following wiring schematic and photograph illustrate the connections for
this feature.
All instruments will be supplied with a 4-way black plastic plug. Connections in the plug are as follows:

must be linked to terminal 2. If
Note that in the plug, terminal 1 must be linked to terminal 3 and terminal
no comms. are present first check the address switch setting and if this does not cure the problem swap the
polarity of TRx lines + and -.
Optional Extra

Diagnostic & Commissioning tool

Illustrated is the serial USB-RS485 interface
(complete with pc software drivers & cable)
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Standard MODBUS Communication with CODEL MODBUS

Summary
Using standard MODBUS protocol function 03 allows a host to obtain the contents of one or more holding
registers in the CODEL MODBUS Air Quality Monitor (AQM). The request frame from the host (typically a DCS
or SCADA) defines the relative address of the first holding register followed by the total number of consecutive
registers to be read.
The response frame from the CODEL AQM lists the contents of the requested registers, returning 2 bytes per
register with the most significant byte first. A maximum of 125 registers can be accessed per request. The
formats of the request and response frames are detailed below, where ‘X’ and ‘n’ are hexadecimal variables.
An example of a MODBUS register map is shown below.
Host Request Frame

01

Address

03

Function code

XX

Address of starting register
XX

00
XX
XX

Number of consecutive registers
to be read
CRC

XX
Slave Response (from CODEL MODBUS AQM)
01

Address

03

Function code

XX

Byte count

XX

Date from starting register
XX

…to… …to…
XX

Date from nth register
XX

XX

CRC
XX
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Standard baud rate

-

4800

Bits per byte

-

1 start bit

-

8 data bits (least significant sent first)
1 stop bit
no parity

The MODBUS output from the TT AQM is at 4800 baud format: 1 start bit, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit.

The MODBUS output from the TT AQM will be connected via RS485.

The TT AQM comms is Standard Modbus protocol with RTU framing and only function code 03 is supported.

The TT AQM will be a MODBUS slave device.
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